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QUESTION 1

The database application developers are planning to make some major schema changes such as creating new indexes
and materialized views. They want to check the net impact of these changes on the workload performance. This activity
has to be performed in the production database, so they want only the query part of the data manipulation language
(DML) statements to be executed so that the side effects to the database or user data can be prevented. What should
they use to achieve this? 

A. Database Replay 

B. SQL Tuning Advisor 

C. SQL Access Advisor 

D. SQL Performance Analyzer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are managing an online transaction processing (OLTP) database with multiple applications. The applications
support a large number of users and most of the applications execute groups of SQL that run together.Which option
would you use to monitor the performance issues for users of these applications? 

A. Monitor statistics for individual sessions in an application by querying V$SESSION. 

B. Specify service-level thresholds and priorities for users of applications and monitor the alerts. 

C. Monitor statistics and wait events collected for a MODULE and ACTION by performing service aggregation. 

D. Configure application users as part of the resource consumer group and monitor the resource usage statistics for the
resource consumer group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working for a company that uses huge applications to manage its customer details. During your regular
performance checks, you executed the following query: SQL> show parameter shared_pool_reserved_size NAME
TYPE VALUE ------------------------------ --------------------- ----------------- shared_pool_reserved_size big integer 6920601
SQL> SELECT free_space, used_space, request_misses, request_failures from V$SHARED_POOL_RESERVED;
FREE_SPACE USED_SPACE REQUEST_MISSES REQUEST_FAILURES ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------------
6469776 555528 0 113 You observed that REQUEST_FAILURES is 113 but not increasing, and also that
REQUEST_MISSES is not increasing. What would you interpret from this? 

A. The reserved pool is very large. Consider reducing the size of the shared pool. 
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B. The reserved pool is large and has free space to satisfy requests. Consider reducing the size of the reserved pool. 

C. The reserved pool is very small and is not finding enough memory to satisfy requests. Increase the size of the shared
pool. 

D. The reserved pool is very small and is not finding enough memory to satisfy requests. Increase the size of the
reserved pool. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are hired by ABC Pvt Ltd., and assigned the task of managing one of its development databases. The company has
recently upgraded this database to Oracle Database 11g from Oracle Database 10g. You noticed that SGA is
undersized as shown in Exhibit 1. 

To investigate further, you checked the related parameters as shown in Exhibit 2. 
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You executed the following command to solve the problem: ALTER SYSTEM SET MEMORY_TARGET=800M; 

What would happen? 

A. The implementation of AMM fails because the MEMORY_MAX_TARGET parameter is not set. 

B. It implements AMM by setting MEMORY_TARGET and MEMORY_MAX_TARGET parameters to 800M. 

C. It implements Automatic Memory Management (AMM) by setting MEMORY_TARGET to 768M and the
MEMORY_MAX_TARGET parameter to 800M. 

D. The implementation of AMM fails because the MEMORY_TARGET parameter cannot be set to a value less than the
sum of the current PGA_AGGRAGATE_TARGET and SGA_MAX_SIZE values. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What type of redundancy would you recommend for the Automatic Storage Management (ASM) of a file system based
on RAID level 1 for the optimum performance of database using ASM storage? 

A. high redundancy 

B. normal redundancy 

C. external redundancy 
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D. use both ASM mirroring and hardware mirroring 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The OPTIMIZER_CAPTURE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES parameter is set to TRUE for a 24x7 database instance. The
space consumption has significantly increased by the automatically captured plan baselines. You are suggested to run
the following block: 

BEGIN dbms_spm.configure(\\'SPACE_BUDGET_PERCENT\\', 30); END; 

After a few weeks of work, you observe warnings on exceeding space usage by SQL Management Base (SMB) in alert
log file. 

Which two actions can be solutions for this? (Choose two.) 

A. increasing the AWR retention period 

B. purging the older SQL management objects 

C. increasing the size of the SYSTEM tablespace 

D. increasing the size of the SYSAUX tablespace 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Examine the following information from the AWR report: Top 5 Timed Events ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % Total Event
Waits Time (s) Call Time -------------------------------------- ------------ ----------- --------- CPU time 559 88.80 log file parallel
write 2,181 28 4.42 SQL*Net more data from client 516,611 27 4.24 db file parallel write 13,383 13 2.04 db file
sequential read 563 2 .27 

Which could cause waits on the db file sequential read event? 

A. too many full table scans 

B. too large a database buffer cache 

C. too many waits occurring while reading multiple blocks synchronously 

D. too many index range scans occurring which refers to blocks not in the database buffer cache 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Examine the output of the following query: SQL> SELECT tablespace_name, tablespace_size, allocated_space,
free_space 2 FROM DBA_TEMP_FREE_SPACE; TABLESPACE_NAME TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE
FREE_SPACE ------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------- TEMP_L 157286400 144048128 157220864
TEMP 105906176 105906176 0 After some time you executed the same command and observed a different output, as
shown below: SQL> SELECT tablespace_name, tablespace_size, allocated_space, free_space 2 FROM
DBA_TEMP_FREE_SPACE; TABLESPACE_NAME TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE FREE_SPACE
------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------- TEMP_L 131072 65536 65536 TEMP 105906176 105906176 0 

Why has the output changed? 

A. because checkpoint occurred 

B. because the TEMP_L tablespace was shrunk 

C. because the database instance was restarted 

D. because no sort operations are running currently 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

View the Exhibit and examine the partial output obtained when you issued the following query: 

SQL> SELECT name,class,value FROM v$sysstat ORDER BY class;Which two interpretations are correct about the
information obtained from this view? (Choose two.) 

A. db block changes indicates the number of data blocks that have been changed. 

B. buffer is pinned count indicates the number of buffers that are currently pinned in the database instance. 
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C. Usage of CACHE and NOCACHE hints affects statistics for table scans (long tables) and table scans (short tables). 

D. redo log space requests indicates the number of times a there were waits for disk space to be allocated for the redo
log entries. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You queried V$SYSTEM_EVENT in your online transaction processing (OLTP) environment to check the following wait
events: Average Event Total Seconds Total Wait Name Waits Waiting Timeouts (in secs) ------------------------------
------------ -------- ------------ --------- direct path read temp 18,274 11,312 16,282 .619 direct path write temp 3,251 416 25
.127 

Which step would be appropriate to improve the performance? 

A. Increase the number of I/O slaves. 

B. Increase the size of the Database Buffer Cache. 

C. Increase the size of the Program Global Area (PGA). 

D. Increase the number of database writer (DBWn) processes. 

Correct Answer: C  

 

QUESTION 11

View the Exhibit and analyze the content of V$BUFFER_POOL_STATISTICS. 
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Why does the query on the EMP table not access buffers from the keep pool? 

A. because the query used SCOTT.EMP instead of EMP 

B. because the query with * always uses the default pool 

C. because the query with * always forces physical I/Os that bypass the keep pool 

D. because the blocks of the EMP table are already available in one of the other buffer pools 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

For which two systems would you recommend configuring DBWR I/O slaves instead of multiple database writer
processes? (Choose two.) 

A. for systems where you have a single CPU 

B. for systems where asynchronous I/O is not available 

C. for systems with multiple CPUs or multiple processor groups 

D. for systems where asynchronous I/O is available and configured 

E. for systems where throughput is an important performance consideration 
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Correct Answer: AB 
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